Proposal for the strengthening of
networking activities for LIFE projects on
waste

Objective

 Give the network continuity after the conclusion of the
LOWaste project at the end of June 201;
 Share with partners of the different projects updates
and information on topics of mutual interest, in order to
develop new synergies.

Understand how to continue the
networking activities, and on what topics

How can we do that?
Activities
Creation of a Linkedin discussion group to involve the partners of different
projects in the network in the exchange of event updates, publications, and
news
Use of the LOWaste for Action Facebook group on the part of partners of
different projects in the network to exchange information and updates
Creation of a shared calendar on the LOWaste website, which requires
constants updates on the projects events and on the topic of waste
Use of the network’s mailing list to send out updates and information
Organization of an annual meeting (by the leaders of each project in rotation)
for updates and the evaluation of potential synergies and exchanges/monitoring
of the development, at a legislative level, of the topics that make the object of
the plea and evaluation of additional potential lobbying actions
Creation of a database of good practices at the international level, constantly
updated by all projects
Networking platform linked to the project LIFE "NO WASTE".
www.nowastenet.eu: a space for the exchange of information, projects, good
practices, ideas for the future, and in-depth analyses of various topics
concerning recycling, reuse, and prevention
Creation of a GoogleDrive shared folder to share videos, material, and other
useful documents.
Other proposals:

Level of interest in
participating
(from 1 low to 5
high)

Possible criticalities

What topics are partners interested
in working on and being informed?
Macro-topics

Specific topics (as in specific chains)

Recuperation

Examples: composting, …

Reuse

Examples: Centers for the reuse/preparation for reuse, creation of
Fab labs, encouraging the development of start-ups

Recycling
GPP
Green purchases
Technological innovation
Eco-design
Other proposals…

Submit your answer at the following link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1D4TTeZ3s1KltMSv_089KEI_FrlgIApgglwJ_EeRetg/edit

